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But the Torpedo setting off 4,927 "boxes of 
•303 Cartridges, each Case containing 1,000 
rounds, the Ship was torn apart "by internal 
Rupture "by the Sting she carried in her own 
Belly - was that enough to kill every man, 
woman, and child in Germany?

No wonder when, a few years ago - private 
Interests wanted to raise the LUSITANIA - 
the effort was hurriedly squashed. Some truth 
might have come to Light, No “unsinkable11 
Ship of that Kind was sunk in no 18 minutes 
by no Torpedo explosion.

I was in charge of Clearing the 200-acre 
“Oil-Storage Tank Farm” - the End of the 
Trans-Canada Oil Pipe-Line, We used two Car
loads of Explosives there.

In the endeavor to be ”IN COMMON” with 
Billy Graham’s Babylon for HEPPENSTALL- 
CLEVELAND-MAXViELL-FAGAL-RICHARDS-VANDE- 
MAN-BRINSPEAD-WRIGHT - “Character” can
not be built anyway until “Messiah” comes 
to set up a “KINGDOM11 in Palestine - the 
Jewish “PESSIANIC AGE” - the Essence of 
the Maxwell Book - and the reason why 
the Lord burnt the “BED-TIME STORY” Plant 
to the Ground in England -

I have ordered my men away fiW an explosive 
charge a good deal less than 100 lbs, of 
low-voltage Explosive - i mile away behind 
Trees, I would definitely not have felt safe 
within a Mile of that LUSITANIA, let alone 
be in the Staterooms right above, or manning 
the I2 six-inch Guns,

No wonder they wanted none of this to come 
to Light by raising that Skeleton in Church
ills closet. No wonder that of 1,959 persons 
aboard, 1,198 died. The real wonder is that 
761 lived through it at all.

ONE-WORLD-GOVERNPffiNT - English-Jew book, 
“MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST” - M/OTELL-FAGAL 
“Faith for Today” (FREE! They LOVE to 
hand them out! Ask for 2 - give one to 
your Pastor so he will know what he must 
now “Believe!” He dare-not-say-otherwise!) 
Box 100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360,

Hoehn Research Library, 
Box 1270, Grand Forks, BC 
Canada, May 8, 1973,
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It took 56 years for the Truth to finally 
leak out about the armed Auxiliary Cruiser, 
the Man-of-War illegal and indecent to carry 
any Passengers, let alone while loaded to 
the Water-line with 6,000,000 pounds of .303 
Ammunition, 1,639 contraband Bars of critical 
Copper, 1,248 cases of 3-inch Shells - “non
explosive in Bulk.”

The Vancouver Province called me a “Safety- 
Engineer”, the British Columbia Licensing 
Authorities referring the Department of 
Agriculture to me for Technical Information 
on how to handle Explosives on the Farm,

“HOW OLD /HE THE ROCKS?” - 2,5 to 2.8 
Billion years. Maybe 4.1 or 4,55 Billion. 
What’s a decimal point here or there?
“Can one BELIEVE these radioisotope Ages? 
The answer is a firm YES.” Robert H. 
Brown, p.16. SDA MINISTRY. May 1973. •

IN THE DARK.
In the Scrolls of Heaven it was Written 
that the Adventist Church would degener
ate into a total Eclipse of DARKNESS - 
even “DARKNESS, deep as PHD NIGHT, IMPEN
ETRABLE as sackcloth of hair*” COL 414. 

NoSfeiOPLE ON EARTH have been keptlin 
the Dark to the Machinations of the 
TALMUDIC ZIONIST-JEW as they SUDDENLY 
move in to take over the SDA MINISTRY 
MAGAZINE, the SDA SPECTRUM MAGAZINE, to 
pave the way for the sick R&H to finalize 
the Jew deliberations - with the Whip 
of “DO NOT JUDGE’” - “DO NOT CONDEMN.’” - 
the way the STALINISTS get to POWER with 
the SAP® Slogans -

All these facts and much more was brought 
to Light - LIFE - Oct.13,1972.(Souvenir 
copies only one at a time, fl.00 LIFE-TIP4E, 
541 NoFairbanks Court, Chicago,Ill.6O6II.)

“NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY” (3 for $2.) it 
Concord Press, PO Box 2686,Seal Beach, Calif. 
90740.
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And the reason why the Lord gave them a 
I MILLION $ fire by which to celebrate 
where more water was poured on that ONE 
FIRE by (what was it? 32?) Fire-Engines, 
more water than on any Fire in History - 
but the Fire-Men declared it to be “UN
QUENCHABLE!” They never saw anything like 

, as they rescued the OSTRICH who had 
more Sense than SDA did, LEU - SCOPE.
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Almost as dramatic as the LUSITANIA! 6,000, 
000 “Jews” died in Germany. THE RED CROSS 
lists.only 300,000 of ALL Nationalities in 
ALL of Western Europe!

As I look at the Roster of the NEW NAMES 
that have taken over the SDA MINISTRY and 
the SDA SPECTRUM magazines - I wonder how 
many are German-Jews? or Russian-Jews? or 
Polish-Jews? or English-Jews?

EVOLUTION. ST ATE-AID. BLACK-POT®. Down- 
with-Mrs. White! Up-with - Kellogg! Teach 
“IN COMMON11 with the other Churches! “It’s 
all-the-same-it ‘s-in-the-Game!“ FATALISM!

THE GREATEST SLAUGHTER OF ALL TIME - 
the Testimonies tell us over and over 
again - is the LAST GREAT DECEPTION - 
called a “TRAIN11 and it seemed the whole 
World was on Board (ETC 263) now pulled 
in to the Adventist Pacific Press Unity 
Station, shifting the BED-TIP® STORY 
MAXWELL CAR - flying the Zionist 666 
STAR for a BEN-GURION “ONE-WORLD-GOVERN-

THE GREATEST SPIRITUAL SLAUGHTER OF ALL 
TIP® caused by this almost overwhelming 
“DELUSION11 of this ANTICHRIST that we 
will meet “FACE-TO-FACE” EW 262.GC 624.

TREBLINKA.
Author Steiner. Publisher Schuster. SDA re
view Steadman. The JEWS, haunted by the 
question of why the Jews did not resist. 
Brought to world-wide attention the TRUTH.
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The FIRE came on that place because of 

?I,000,000.oo and much more of RED-TALMUDIC 
ZIONIST MONEY from the FORD FOUNDATION and 
ROCikEFELLER FOUNDATION - Drug Cartel money 
so the FIGUHRS could EXPERIMENT with some 
600-800 SDA Doctors on their unsuspecting 
Dupes. The Lord has great and wonderful 
Patience - but there is a Limit,

Let’s have some SENSE for a CHANGE! And 
deal with FACTS! And the FACTS are that 
the greatest Slaughter - not of 300,000 
Jews in ALL Europe from ALL causes - 
Political and otherwise (perhaps that 
many Frenchmen alone working in the 
underground and none of them Bawling 
before the World for the chances they 
knew they took and did not expect to 
get away with it, like the Houses of 
MORGAN-ROTH SCHILD-ROCKEFELLER-SCHIFF- 
WARBURG-HARRIPUN-POLNER the industrial 
tycoons and power-mad Billionaires who 
want to make the World safe for Inter
national Bankers. Who are now out to 
get their hands on Mid-East OIL by Bloody 
Murder in the name of God. )

THIS IS THE “PASSENGER SHIP” armed to 
the GUN-WALES with highly explosive 
Billy Graham NCC-Holy-Land-Jew-oriented 
Doctrines kindled from the Hellish

It was BLACKS that enticed BLACKS unto the 
Ships. So if the Black wants to hunt the 
Offspring of those who Enslaved them - why 
don’t they look among the JUDAS-BLACKS? Or 
if they want to get the WHITE MAN that was 
Guilty - it was PORTUGUESE-FRENCH-SPANISH 
Galleons. ANGLO-SAXONS put a STOP to it!

THE GREATEST SLAUGHTER over and above 
all of that (for a man can be Killed - 
yet Live again) - (“Therefore fear not 
them which Kill the Body but cannot Kill 
the Soul!“ ) -

RICHARDS running him a close second for' 
a long Time - speaking of a “WORLD KING
DOM” - “EDEN RESTORED” - when “CHRIST 
COMES” - ! p.318-9. “ONE WORLD” HMSR*

After much research and intimate interviews, 
one of the most interesting points Mr.Steiner MEN!” which is what that Book is all 
makes is that the German soldiers COULD NOT 
bear up mentally under the Strain of the 
task assigned to them “Their humanitarian 
instincts prevented their acceptance of such 
a Plan. With the exception of a few power- 
obsessed officials in Command, the Germans 

had to be replaced BY JEWS................ 1“ p.7.
SDA UNIVERSITY LLU SCOPE. Nov.8, 1967.

And if you have ever been interested enough 
to read the Books - did you read the Book 
by the JEWISH DOCTORS who assigned who to 
the Ovens? The most grisly History ever re
corded. And according to their “Standard”- 
they “HAD” to do it! Talk about Eichmann!

The same with the Blacks. Try to deny History. Torch of Satan now upheld in Adventist 
Pulpits by two Autumn Council Resolu
tions to be “IN COMMON” with them! Thus 
“Apostasy in THE CHURCH prepares the 
way for the IMAGE to the Beast” by be
ing “IN COMMON” with them! GC 444;5.

• The Message of glorious Salvation
• iss “Go ye OUT to meet Him!” 19.73.


